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Introduction: 
Shock-events by asteroidal collisions may cause 

high-pressure metamorphism on the mineral assem-
blages [1]. The low-Ca pyroxene can transform to its 
high-pressure phases as well as jadeite, majorite-
pyropess, majorite, akimotoite, silicate-perovskite and 
pyroxene glass according to the changing shock-
metamorphic conditions. The akimotoite is stable be-
tween 21-23 GPa, therefore its presence has been ob-
served in the strongest shocked L-type chondrites such 
as Tenham, Acfer 040 and Sixiangkou [1,2,4]. The 
NWA 5011 contains akimotoite up to 350 µm in diam-
eter (Fig. 1). In this abstract we present our observa-
tions about the microstructures and chemical features 
of akimotoite in NWA 5011 meteorite. 
 

 
Fig. 1. OM-image of high-pressure mineral of akimo-
toite with dark-elongated patterns. The upper left side 
of the picture shows a ringwoodite assemblage, and 
the colorless phase is a maskelynite. The bottom of the 
picture contains metal phase, and the upper right side 
of the picture consists of secondary weathered phase. 
 
Results and Discussion: 

The NWA 5011 contains numerous akimotoite as-
semblages various in size. These assemblages were 
well observed on the basis of their dark-elongated pat-
terns (Fig. 1). Probably, these patterns are cracks en-
riched in iron, and could have been produced during 
the transformation. During the transformation of the 
pyroxene and akimotoite, the pyroxene suffers about 
16% volume decrease (Fig. 2). Beside the iron-
enriched cracks we have found glassy material around 

and sometimes inside of the akimotoite aggregates. We 
can distinguished two types of microstructure in akimo-
toite. One of them is the so called intracrystalline la-
mellar the other is the polycrystalline granular. In BSE-
image we have observed cell-like structure (Fig. 3) as 
Hu et al. [1] reported.  
 

 
Fig. 2. LVSED-image of akimotoite aggregate from 
NWA 5011 shocked chondrite. Note the significant 
amount of cracks inside of the aggregate. The volume 
decrease by transformation from pyroxene to akimo-
toite is about 16%. 

 
Hu et al. [1] assumed that cell structure probably 

have formed by the earlier formation of silicate perov-
skite, but they didn’t find structural evidence for it. Of 
course, we can not rule out that these cells were earlier 
silicate-perovskites but our theory is rather that these 
are iron rich cracks from the direction of oxygen hcp-
layer, or intracrystalline lamellar type of akimotoite but 
in the latter case the akimotoite spectra always contain 
the host pyroxene vibrations too (Figs. 3 and 4).  

The akimotoite was identified by micro-Raman 
spectroscopy. The akimotoite coexists with pyroxene in 
the type of intracrystalline lamellae. 

The chemical analysis revealed that the type of pol-
ycrystalline granular akimotoite grains contain less iron 
than cracks by the volume decrease (Fig. 2). The mag-
nesium occurs mainly in the formed akimotoite grains. 
The akimotoite grains in the type of intracrystalline 
lamellae are enriched weakly in the sodium and potas-
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sium, however it is dependent on the distance from the 
shock-vein. We can observed during the element map-
ping process in a local area, that calcium occurs to-
gether with sulfur. This mineral is the oldhamite (CaS). 
Because it has a very high melting point (2450 °C), the 
oldhamite is probably an early nebular condensate. 
Here, in the shocked chondrite area of the sample old-
hamite might have been produced when shock-vein is 
forming. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Intracrystalline lamellar akimotoite from NWA 
5011 meteorite. Note the cell-like structure especially 
on the left side of the picture. BSE-image. 
 

 
Fig. 4. Micro-Raman spectrum from an intracrystal-
line lamellar akimotoite aggregate in the NWA 5011 
meteorite. 

 
The present of the oldhamite is evidence for the 

very high temperature during the shock-vein formation 
in shocked chondrites than was supposed in earlier 
work [3]. 

The lamellar feature in NWA 5011 is similar to the 
described in Tenham chondrite [2]. In NWA 5011 me-
teorite the akimotoite lamellae are present inside of a 
1mm in diameter aggregate. The “rim” of aggregate 

sometimes consists of majorite which can survive the 
higher temperature near to the shock-vein. Behind the 
majorite “rim” the polycrystalline granular type akimo-
toite is present and towards to inside of the aggregate is 
beginning the “network-like” sometimes cell structure 
lamellar system (Fig. 3). These lamellae have well dis-
tinguished parts. In the core we could observe an iron-
enriched region and both sides of this core is running in 
various thickness a dark granular region. It is assuma-
ble that this “network-like” lamellar system might have 
been produced by shearing process. We accept the the-
ory that the temperature gradient is the main driving 
force in the transformation [2] and it causes the distri-
bution of two types of akimotoite microstructures. 
 
Conclusions:  

The microstructure of akimotoite in NWA 5011 has 
two types. Their spatial distribution depend on the dis-
tance from the shock-vein. The lamellar type of akimo-
toite probably formed by shear process. The occur-
rence of the oldhamite (CaS) within the akimotoite 
aggregate suppose localized very high temperature. In 
addition, it is evidence for the very high temperature 
during the shock-vein formation process. 
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